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Abstract. The seabirds have always been observed following the ships while 

sailing in a static condition. Despite the biological reason, there should be some 

physical profits for these following activities. This paper is trying to start an ini-

tial study of a seabird following a ship by Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) simulations on steady states. We have chosen a standard frigate simpli-

fied 2(SFS2) standard computation model as simulation ship, while a classic 

seagull wing to simulate a seabird. The paper has inspected the accuracy of 

CFD with typical wind tunnel tests' and CFD simulation examples' results such 

as 7.62m/sec in wind over deck（WOD）0 °and 10°. While the tests of wind 

tunnel had executed in the scale of 1:120, so the inspection geometric model is 

generated in the same scale. The results of inspection CFD are fitting well with 

the typical wind tunnel tests' and CFD simulation examples' results. Meanwhile 

a full scale SFS2's geometric model and a seabird wing's geometric model have 

been generated. A series of airflow simulations have been carried out then in 

steady states. Initial study of these simulations shows that in 0°WOD, the drag 

of the seabird's wing was reduced while following after the ship, compared with 

which situation that the ship was not followed by the seabird's wing. This paper 

has just started few typical studies of this interesting behaves of the seabirds, 

the following studies and simulations are being considered. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper focuses on the connection between airflow characteristics and seabirds 

biological phenomenon. While sailing on the ocean the ships are always been found 

followed by seabirds, even single on in groups. Despite the profit of predations, the 

following airflow should be a potential physical reason. The seabirds following be-

haves as show in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Seabirds group following the ship in Liaoning province 

To prove the hypothesis, a small group from China Ship Development and Design 

Center (CSDDC) and Green& Smart River-Sea-Going Ship, Cruise and Yacht Re-

search Center of Wuhan University of Technology (WUT) have started an initial 

work with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations and bionics references. 

The initial work should include two steps. First, Inspection. The paper has inspected 

the accuracy of CFD with typical wind tunnel tests' and CFD simulation examples' 

results such as 7.62m/sec in wind over deck（WOD）0 °and 10°.While the tests of 

wind tunnel had executed in the scale of 1:120, so the inspection geometric model is 

generated in the same scale. The results of inspection CFD are fitting well with the 

typical wind tunnel tests' and CFD simulation examples' results. Second, full scale 

simulation with seabird’s wing model. A full scale SFS2's geometric model and a 

seabird wing's geometric model have been generated. A series of airflow simulations 

have been carried out then in steady states. Initial study of these simulations shows 

that in 0°WOD, the drag of the seabird's wing was reduced while following after the 

ship, compared with which situation that the ship was not followed by the seabird's 

wing. 

Initial conclusions have been made at the end of the paper presents that the bird’s 

following the ship could reduce the drag during flying. 
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2 Ship and Seabird Geometries 

2.1 Ship Geometry 

To investigate the effect of typical ship to the birds, the frigate class was considered 

as shown in Fig. 2. Instead of complex shape of the above ship structure, the so-called 

simplified frigate shape (SFS2) [2] was used in the wind tunnel test and the computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) model. This geometry is a commonly used geometry for 

CFD benchmarking. The geometry was made into 1:120 scale model for numerical 

simulation matching the scale of the wind tunnel test model. Next, to simulate the 

airflow of frigate ship model with the commercial CFD code for current study. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Frigate Ship Geometry 

While in full scale simulation step, a full scale ship geometry has been adopted for 

the following condition. The full scale SFS2 geometry as show in Fig. 3 [4]. 

 

Fig. 3. Full-Scale Geometry of SFS2(in Feet) 

BOW 

SUPERSTRUCTURE 

HANGER DECK 
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Base on the specification, this paper has generated a ship geometry as shown in 

Fig. 4 which could be scaled in 1:120 and full scale for two steps simulations. 

 

Fig. 4. SFS2 Geometry Generated in This Paper 

2.2 Seabird Wing Geometry 

To represent typical phenomena, this paper has chosen the seagull as the seabird, and 

simplified to a wing symmetry model. The wing type is a bionic seagull airfoil in full 

scale [3] with its section shown as in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Seagull Airfoil Typical Wing Section [3] 

In this paper, a full-scale seabird wing model with 1 meter span and 3 sweepback 

like a flying seagull spread is drawn. The wing section and full-scale seabird wing 

model are shown in Fig. 6. 

 
(a) Wing Section 
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(b) Full Scale Seabird Wing Model 

Fig. 6. The Wing section (a) and Full-Scale Seabird Wing Model (b) 

As metric system is a standard for international technologies, the geometries and 

model units are transferred in metric system as well as the calculation later [5]. 

3 Turbulence Type and Calculation States 

3.1 Turbulence Type 

The seabird following phenomenon is always happening in relatively long steady 

period. In this condition, the simulation should be in steady states. For ships airflow, 

the viscosity flow field could be set as a steady ship with steady turbulence flow. In 

equation (1), it shows, in steady states,  forces such as gravity and trust or drugs. 
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In the equation, ju represents a velocity component in coordinate jx .

01 =g ， 02 =g ， ，g is gravity，t (s) is time step，p (Pa) is flow 

pressure，ρ is flow density，νis velocity coefficient， if (N) represents volume 

force [6]. 

In engineering simulations, there are few turbulence types for common use. As 

classic turbulence type, a realizable k −  two-equation turbulence model were used 

with a pressure-velocity coupling scheme [8]. 

gg −=3
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3.2 Calculation States 

During inspection simulation, it is needed to compare the results with the example of 

SFS2 which had been tested in wind tunnel with PIV measurement and CFD calcula-

tion in specific position of specific states [2] Such as 7.62m/sec, wind over deck 

(WOD) with 0, 5, 10, 15. The coordination of the calculation has been described 

in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Fig. 7. The Coordination of the Calculation 

This paper chose two typical states for both inspection simulations and full-scale 

simulations, both in steady states. The calculation states of this paper are shown in 

Table 1. 

The wing fwd is set for calculation without the effect of the ship [6], and the 

wing aft is set after the ship. Both wings are 10m high from bottom and 20m before or 

after the ship. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of CFD States 

CFD STATES 
WIND X SPEED 

(M/SEC) WOD (゜) SCALE 

INSPECTION 1 7.62 0 1/120 
INSPECTION 2 7.62 10 1/120 
FULL WITH 2 

WINGS 
7.62 0 1/1 

FULL WITH 
WING 

7.62 10 1/1 

 

The boundary conditions are kept same as the CFD examples shown in Table 2. 

0 0 

WOD+ 

X 

Y 
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Table 2. Summary of Boundaries States 

REGIONS 
BOUNDARY 

CONDITION 
VALUES REF. 

INLET Velocity inlet x-direction:7.62  
OUTLET Pressure outlet Ref. P=0  

SHIP Wall No slip  
LEFT/RIGHT  Wall No slip  

UPPER/BOTTOM Wall No slip  
WING FWD Wall No slip With U-flow 
WING AFT Wall No slip With U-flow 

4 Inspection Simulations 

The size and mesh structure of calculation domain of inspection simulations is shown 

in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. The Size and Mesh Structure of Calculation Domain of Inspection Simulations 

The example measurement locations have 3 plants above the helicopter deck as 

WP1, WP2 and WP3. WP1 was chosen for comparing, and the u speed would be 

measured at line x/H=0.95. The WP1 location is shown in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9. WP1 Plant Location 

WP1 

0.25H 

H 

x/H=0.95 
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4.1 Inspection Simulation 1 

The inspection simulation 1 is corresponded with the test example with WOD=0, the 

elements of the inspection simulation 1 is about 660 thousand. After solver, the veloc-

ity vectors are compared between Inspection Simulation 1, example CFD and exam-

ple’s PIV [2] as shown in Fig. 10. 

 

 

  

(a)                                 (b)                                       (c) 

Fig. 10. Comparison between Simulation 1 (a), example CFD (b) and example PIV (c) 

4.2 Inspection Simulation 2 

The inspection simulation 2 is corresponded with the test example with WOD=10, 

the elements of the inspection simulation 2 is about 670 thousand. After solver, the 

velocity vectors are compared between Inspection Simulation 2 and example CFD [2] 

as shown in Fig. 11. 
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(a)                                            (b) 

Fig. 11. Comparison between Inspection Simulation 1 (a) and Example CFD (b) 

The u velocity magnitudes are collected on line x/H=0.95, and compared with 

wind tunnel (WT) test results, as shown in Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 12. The u Velocity Magnitudes Comparing with Wind Tunnel Tests (WT) 

As show in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the air flow distribution form between Inspec-

tion Simulations, example CFD and wind tunnel PIVs are similar with each other. 

While the curves of Inspection Simulations comparing with wind tunnel tests also 

have similar shapes.  

With the inspections above, the simulation code and programs should have the 

feasibilities to carry out further calculations with the seabird wings. 
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5 Full-Scale Simulations  

As the wind speed and ship condition are in low Re scope, the scale has few effects 

for airflow trend [7], especially for the steady states. So calculations in full-scale with 

consideration of relatively small dimensions of seabird wings are carried out in this 

paper. 

5.1 Full-Scale Simulation 1 

The full-scale simulation 1 has two wings before (wing fwd) and after (wing aft) the 

ship, both 10m high from bottom. The wing fwd is 20m before the bow to avoid the 

flow’s effect on the ship. 

The geometries of full-scale simulation 1 are shown in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13. The Geometries of Full-Scale simulation 1 

The elements of full-scale simulation 1 is about 3.3 million. After solver, the 

surface pressures of wing fwd and wing aft are compared as shown in fig. 14. 

Wing fwd 

Wing aft 
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(a) Surface Pressure of Wing fwd 

 
(b) Surface Pressure of Wing aft 

Fig. 14. Surface Pressures Wing fwd and Wing aft 

Then a total pressure of XZ section plane has been generated to compare the 

deference flow condition of the wing fwd and wing aft as shown in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15. Total Pressure of XZ Section Plane 

A u drag force has been measured for both wing fwd and wing aft. Since the 

steady state has stabled aft 400 steps, the data from step 400 to step 500 was figured 

out in this paper, and average value has been calculated. 

The solver monitor of u drag force is shown in Fig. 16. 

 
Fig. 16. The Solver Monitor of u Drag 

5.2 Full-Scale Simulation 2 

The full-scale simulation 2 has one wing after the ship (wing aft). When the ship has 

the WOD=10 the elements of full scale simulation 1 is about 3.2 million. The ge-

ometry of the ship and wing aft is shown in Fig. 17. 

Wing fwd Wing aft 
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Fig. 15. The Geometry of the Ship and Wing aft at WOD=10 

Then a total pressure of XZ section plane has been generated to show the differ-

ent flow condition of the wing aft as shown in Fig. 18. 

 

Fig. 16. Total Pressure of XZ Section plane at WOD=10゜ 

A u drag force has been measured for wing aft. Since the steady state has stabled 

after 400 steps, the data from step 400 to step 500 was figure out, and average value 

has been calculated. The solver monitor of u drag force of wing aft is shown in Fig. 

19. 

Wing aft 

Wing aft 
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Fig. 17. The Solver Monitor of u Drag at WOD=10 

The u drag average values are summed in Table 3. 

Table 3. The u Drag Average Values 

CONDITIONS WOD(゜) 
AVERAGE 

VALUES(N) 

WING FWD 0 11.63 
WING AFT 0 10.92 
WING AFT 10 15.97 

As compared above in full-scale simulation 1, the u drag is reduced about 6.1% 

when the seabird flies following the ship. But when the ship is turning 10, the situa-

tion would be changed and the u drag would be increased. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper is the first attempt to study the phenomenon of seabirds following the ship. 

The initial work should include two steps. Firstly, the accuracy of CFD with typical 
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wind tunnel tests and CFD simulation example results of velocity 7.62m/sec and wind 

over deck（WOD）0° and 10° was inspected. Because the test of wind tunnel had 

executed in the scale of 1:120, the inspection geometric model is generated in the 

same scale. The results of inspection CFD are fitting well with the typical wind tunnel 

tests and CFD simulation examples results. Secondly, full-scale simulation with sea-

bird’s wing model was done. A full-scale SFS2's geometric model and a seabird 

wing's geometric model have been generated. A series of airflow simulations have 

been carried out in steady states. Initial study of these simulations shows that in 0° 

WOD, the drag of the seabird's wing was reduced while following the ship, compared 

with the situation that the ship was not followed by the seabird's wing. 

Such conclusions should be made in this initial step: 

1. A CFD method could be a reasonable way to simulate the airflow relationship 

between the ship and seabirds. 

2. The seabird’s following the ship in WOD=0 could reduce the drag of the fly-

ing which means to save the energy of the seabirds during long distance fly. But other 

WOD conditions need to be further studied. 
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